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Lp-Spectrum of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Operators
GIORGIO METAFUNE

Abstract. We study the LP-spectrum of Omstein-Uhlenbeck operators .~l

=

E7,j=l

and of the drift operators ,C =
b¡jxj D¡.
We show that the spectrum of L in
B
is the line - tr(B)/ p + i
or a discrete subgroup ofi R and that the spectrum of ,~4 contains the spectrum of
,C. If a (B) C C- or a (B) c C+, then the LP-spectrum of ,~l is the half-plane
E C :
The same happens if B = B* and QB = B Q.
=

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000): 35P05 (primary) 35J70, 35K65 (sec-

ondary).

1. - Introduction
In this paper

we

study the LP-spectrum of the Omstein-Uhlenbeck operators

where Q = (qij) is a real, symmetric and positive definite matrix and B =
is a non-zero real matrix. The generated semigroup (T(t))t&#x3E;o has the following
explicit representation due to Kolmogorov

where

where the spectrum of the matrix B is contained in the (open) left halfC- is the most interesting from the point of view of diffusion processes.
The inclusion a(B) C C- is, in fact, necessary and sufficient for the existence of

The

case

plane
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an

invariant

measure

of the

measure

underlying

for every t &#x3E; 0 and

given by

stochastic process, that is of a

probability

/i such that

=

f E
b(x) dx where

The invariant

measure

is

unique

and is

and

see

[7, Chapter 11.6].

Both the semigroup (T (t))t&#x3E;o and its generator .~4 have been extensively
studied in LP (RI, dg), on account of their probabilistic meaning. We refer to
is selfadjoint
[17] and [3] for the case Q = I, B = -I ; in this situation
in
with compact resolvent and the Henrnite polynomials form a
complete system of eigenfunctions. Moreover, the operator -,~4 on L2(JRn,
is unitarily equivalent to a Schr6dinger operator - 0 -f- V on L2(JRn), where
V is a quadratic potential. The domain of A in
is described in
for
matrices
whereas
the
C
[14]
Q, B (with a(B) cC_ )
general
analyticity of
in
is
in
(T(t))t,o
proved [9].
The whole picture changes completely passing from
to
to
the
In
the
of the
unboundedness
fact,
(with respect
Lebesgue measure).
coefficients of A is no longer balanced by the exponential decay of the measure
it and the semigroup turns out to be norm-discontinuous (see [18]). Moreover,
the spectrum of A is very large and p-dependent, as we show in this
paper.
are established in [6 j, in spaces of continuous
Smoothing properties of
functions, and Schauder estimates are deduced for its generator, by means of
interpolation techniques. The same approach is used in [16], [5] and [13]
where similar results are proved for operators whose coefficients have linear,
polynomial and exponential growth, respectively, under a dissipativity condition
preventing the underlying Markov process to explode in finite time. Generation
are proved in [15].
results in

The operator
drift term ,C =

is the

of the diffusion term
qij Dij and of the
Whereas
the
spectral properties of the diffusion
bijxj Di .
term are quite obvious, being an elliptic operator with constant coefficients,
those of the drift term are more interesting and depend both on p and the
matrix B. For example, in dimension one, the spectrum of -xD on
oo)
is the line 1 / p +i R. Since the inverse of I + x D is Hardy’s operator

A

sum
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every result on -x D can be reformulated in terms of Hardy’s operator above
(see [ 1 ] and also [4]).
In Section 2 we show that the spectrum of £ is the line - tr(B)lp + i R
unless B is (similar to) a diagonal matrix with purely imaginary eigenvalues. In
this last case ap(£) can be either i 1R or a discrete subgroup of i R, independent
0 and this
of p. The spectrum is, therefore, p-dependent if and only if
relies on the fact that the generated semigroup has a p-dependent growth bound.
Two different arguments are needed to achieve the results of this section. The
first one is due to Arendt ([I]) and deals with the LP-consistency of resolvent
0. In the case tr(B) = 0 the above argument
operators: this works if
fails and the proof uses ideas from spectral theory for bounded groups (see [11,

IV.3.c])
In Section 3 we show that the boundary spectrum of the Omstein-Uhlenbeck
operator contains the spectrum of its drift term, without any assumption on the
matrices Q
0. This gives another proof of the norm discontinuity of

(T (t))t&#x3E;o.
Section 4, which contains the main results of the paper, is devoted to
computation of the spectrum of Omstein-Uhlenbeck operators under the
assumption that the spectrum of the matrix B is contained in the left or in
the right half-plane. In this second case it turns out that the half-plane
E
C : Re u - tr(B)/ p} consists of eigenvalues and that the spectrum is 1/t E
C :
The proof of this result changes according to p = 1,
1
2.
2
and
p
For p &#x3E; 2 we compute the Fourier transforms of the
p &#x3E;
and
use
the
boundedness of the Fourier transform from LP’
eigenfunctions
to LP(R’) to conclude. For p = 1, we compute again the Fourier transforms
of the eigenfunctions and then estimate their asymptotic behavior to show that
they belong to L 1. This method gives also some partial result in the case
1
2. To obtain the full result in this last case, we write explicitly the
p
eigenfunctions relative to a certain range of eigenvalues as convolution integrals
and then estimate them. The case where the spectrum of B is contained in the
left half-plane is deduced by duality from the previous one.
In Section 5 we use a tensor product argument, together with the results
of Sections 3 and 4, to show that if B is symmetric and Q B
B Q then
This
covers
the
case
e
C
:
e. g.
ap(A) itt
the

=

=

with B symmetric.
In Section 6 we deal with the spectrum of Omstein-Uhlenbeck operators in
If a (B) f1 i R = 0 we show that the spectrum is the left half-plane
1/-t E C : Re JL 01.
Most of the results of this paper hold if we only assume that the matrix
Q is semi-definite. In particular this is true for Theorem 3.3. Variants of
Theorem 5.1 can be proved with similar arguments. Such degenerate operators
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have been considered in [13] where Schauder-type estimates are proved under
the hypothesis det Qt &#x3E; 0 for t &#x3E; 0. This assumption is equivalent to the fact
that .,4 is hypoelliptic (see [10]). If a(B) c C-, then det Qt &#x3E; 0 for t &#x3E; 0 if
and only if the matrix
is positive-definite. In this situation, the results of
Sections 4 and 6 continue to hold with minor changes in the proofs.

NOTATION. L P stands for
and S for the Schwartz class.

BUC for
Co for CO’(JRn)
=
L~ for
{u E
Relt &#x3E; 01, C- = 1&#x3E; E C : Relt 01.
C+ = 1&#x3E; E
The spectrum and the resolvent set of a linear operator B on LP are denoted by up(8) and pp(B), respectively. The norm of a bounded operator
The spectral bound of a linear operator B
S on LP is denoted by
=
is defined by
and the boundary spectrum is
p
=
n
E C :
s (B)). The approximate point spectrum aap (B) of B is
of all complex numbers it for which there is a sequence
the subset
= 1
and
(vn) contained in its domain such that
tivnll - 0 as
7! 2013~ oo. The sequence (vn) is called an approximate eigenvector relative to p.
The topological boundary of the spectrum of B is always contained in aap (B)
We
C :

use

(see [ 11, Proposition IV.1.10]).
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Spectrum of the drift

2. -

Let B

=

(bij)

be

a

real n

x n

matrix and consider the drift operator

We define

for 1

p

oo, where £u is understood in the

LEMMA 2.1. The operator

sense

of distributions.

(,C, D p (,C) ) is closed in L p.
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to

v

PROOF. Suppose that
in LP. If 0 E COO,

and hence

Dp (,C)

(un ) C Dip(£) converges to u and that (Cun) converges
denoting by ,C* the formal adjoint of ,C, we have

and £,u

v.

1:1

PROPOSITION 2.2. The operator

(,C, Dp (,C)) is the generator of the Co-group

u E

=

(S(t))tER defined by

for f

E

LP, t

E

R.

cOO is a core of(C, Dp (,C)) and

for all f E Lp.
PROOF. A simple change of variable, together with the equality
shows that (2.2) holds. Since the group law is clear, we have only to
prove the strong continuity at 0. Clearly,
is continuous with compact support; by density and (2.2), the same holds for
is strongly continuous. Let ( L p , D p ) be its
every f E LP and hence
and take f E Cr. A straightforward computation shows
generator in
that

e-t

_

_

_

_

in LP, and hence Co C D p and L p f = £ f if f E COO. Moreover, since Co
is dense in LP and S(t)-invariant, it is a core for (Lp, Dp). The closedness
of (L, Dip(£’» implies that D p C Dp(£) and that L p f = £ f if f E Dp. Let
,C* = -~C - tr(B) be the formal adjoint of £ and note that ,C* = -L p~ - tr(B)
on
D p~, 1 /p + 1 / p’ - 1. If u E Dp(£), then the equality

with respect to the
holds for all q5 E
by the density of Co in
norm induced by £*.
=
Then w = v
For h large, take v E D p such that
=
0 and from (2.3) we deduce that
satisfies

for

all 0

E

graph
- u E

Dp, -

Since (~, - ,C*)(Dp~) _ (À + tr(B) +
deduce that w = 0 and that u E D p .

Lp~)(Dp~)

=

LP’ (for X large),

we

0
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In the following theorem we
the spectrum of ,C in the case

use an

argument from [1, Section 3]

to

compute

0.

If tr(B) 0 0 then up(£)
tr(B)/ p -f- i R.
0 and let 1 ~ p q oo;
PROOF. Suppose for example that tr(B)
that
and
(2.2) implies
?t - tr(B)/p and f E COO, f a 0, f ; 0 we have
it E
THEOREM 2.3.

=

-

then
If

that for these values of It the resolvent operators in LP, Lq do not coincide.
Using [1, Proposition 2.2] we obtain that the resolvent operators do not coincide
=
and that
for - tr(B)/q Re u-tr (B)/p
if
&#x3E;
i
R.
same
0.
The
0
-Etr(B)lq
argument applies tr(B)
so

-

In the case tr(B) - 0 we need the following elementary result of linear
in order to construct a suitable function with compact support that will
be used in the proof of Theorem 2.5.

algebra

THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that tr(B) = 0 and that B is not similar to a diagonal
matrix with purely imaginary eigenvalues; then there exists an open subset Q of Rn
such that limletB xl= oo, uniformly on compact subsets of 0.
jtj-ao

PROOF. Let À 1, ... ,Àk be the distinct eigenvalues of B and define for i
1,..., k, Ei = Ker(Ài where ki is the minimum positive integer such
The subspaces Ei are invariant for B
that Ker(Xi - B)k¡ = Ker(Ài =

have

and

we

Let

further Pi : C"

~

Ei be the projections associated

position.
so

On the subspace Ei
that for x E Ei

If Re Ài = 0 for i
we define Q = {x

=

E

we can

1, ..., k, then there is

We

can now

an

integer
&#x3E;

=

-1

i such that

Bi’ Pi (x) :0 OJ. If Re Xi 0,
put Q {x E Jaen : Bi’ 1 Pi (x ) # 0,

R’

then we
both cases, Q has the stated

integers i, j,

write B = Xi + Bi with

to the above decom-

Re Aj

0

0,

ki

1 and

&#x3E;

0 for

some

Pj (x) :A 01.

properties.

In
D

compute the spectrum of L if tr(B) = 0 and B is

matrix with

not

similar

purely imaginary eigenvalues.
THEOREM 2.5. If tr(B) = 0 and B is not similar to a diagonal matrix with
purely imaginary eigenvalues, then G’p(£’) i R.
to a

diagonal

=
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is

PROOF. The inclusion crp (,C) C i R is clear because
isometries. For s &#x3E; 0 and f E LP we have

a

group of

Put

for
and suppose that i bo E
for a suitable 8 &#x3E; 0, whence lim

some

8--+0

Let f E
the function

Co-(0), f 2: 0,

since le’Bxl
subsets of S2. From the equality

belongs

to

bo

+i

E

R. Then i b E
= 0
for I b -

b) f

boI

ifI b - boI
fE

~ and

8
L P.

0 where S2 is the set of Lemma 2.4. Then
-

~ oo as

ItI

-

oo,

uniformly

over

compact

letting 8 - 0 we obtain, by dominated convergence, g (b) 0 forb - bo ~I 8,
where g is the Fourier transform of g. Since g is real analytic, it vanishes
11
identically and hence g = 0, in contrast with g(0) &#x3E; 0.
Finally, we consider the case where tr(B) 0 and B is similar to a diagonal
matrix with purely imaginary eigenvalues.
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that B is similar to a diagonal matrix with non-zero
and possibly 0. Then up (L)
if and only
eigenvalues :l:iul, :l:iu2,
1
if there are eigenvalues ar, as such that urus-l fj. Q. In the other cases ap (L) is a
discrete subgroup of i R (independent of p).
PROOF. The operator L becomes, after a linear change of the independent
=

=

=

variables,

where 2k n, the difference n - 2k is the dimension of Ker B and a point
in Rn is denoted by x = (x 1, y 1, ... , xk , yk , w2k+1,....., wn ) . We introduce the
so that
and set zj = (xj,
angular coordinate 9j in the plane (xj,

104
If

E
(nl, ...,nk) E Zk and g E Co (]1,2[), the function f (x)
is an eigenfunction relative to the eigenvalue i (n I or, + - - -+ nkak) and hence

Co
the

subgroup

1
is contained in ap (,C). If
fj. Q for some r, s, then G is dense in i R
and the thesis follows since
In the other case, G is discrete,
C
is periodic and hence crp (,C) = G (see [ 11, Theorem
(2.4) shows that

a,. a,-

IV.2.26]).

0

The computation of the spectrum of the group
follows from that
of its generator. In fact, Proposition 2.1 implies that crp (S(t)) C
E cC : IJLI=
whereas the inclusion
C ap(S(t)) follows from the general
theory of semigroups (see 11, Section 3]). The results of this section then yield
-t tr(B)Ipl when (S(t))IER is not periodic and
(p E C :
unit
circle
to
the
(p E C :
1 } or to a finite subgroup of
equal
0’ p (S (t) )
it, in the periodic case.
=

=

3. -

Boundary spectrum of ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators

We turn our attention to the Omstein-Uhlenbeck operator defined in ( 1.1 )
and to the associated semigroup (T (t))t&#x3E;o given by (1.2). We start with the
following lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. The

semigroup (T (t))t&#x3E;o

is

strongly continuous on LP,

1

p

00, and satisfies the estimate

PROOF. Put

then
1 = 1 and T(t)f = S(t)(gt * f), where S(t) is defined in (2.1 ).
Estimate (3.1) easily follows from (2.2) and Young’s inequality for convolutions.
Since T (t) f -~ f in LP, as t - 0+, if f is continuous with compact support,
is strongly continuous for every 1
by density (3.1) implies that
p j
a

00.

We now show that A, with
For 1
oo we define
p
and for p
The

=

a

suitable domain, is the generator of

oo

following
1 poo.

result is contained in

[6] for p

=

oo

and

partially

in

[15] for

105
PROPOSITION 3.2. If 1
p
and Co is a core of

oo

the

(A, DP (.A)).

(A,
of A on COO.

For p

=

in L P is the operator
1 the generator is the closure

is a
PROOF. If 1
p j oo, then (A,
elliptic regularity. Let (Ap, Dp) be the LP-generator
f in the Schwartz class S. By Taylor’s formula we

hence, using the function gt defined in

withR (y) ~
(3.2), we obtain

Since

f

E

S,

in LP as t

-

we

closed operator, by local
of (T(t))t&#x3E;o and consider
can write

obtain

0+. Next,

note

that

converges to

as t

-

in LP.

0+. From this fact

Arguing similarly

Cie IBX - x

-

y|3

one

deduces that for

t

-

0+

for the remainder R and

it follows that

using the estimate
gt (y) R (y) dy -+ 0 in L P, as t -&#x3E; 0+.
Rn
Apf Af if f E S. Since S is dense in LP

t-IJR-

This shows that s c Dp and that
and T(t)-invariant by (1.2), it is a
and A p f = Af for f E Dp, since

=

for

(Ap, Dp) and
(A, Dp (A)) is closed.
core

hence

Dp

C

Dp(A)
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If

u n (x )

u E

s

is equal to 1 in a neighborood of zero, the sequence
converges to u in D p with respect to the graph norm
This shows that Co is a core of (A p , Dp).
Let
prove that D p =

and *

=

induced

by Ap.
Finally we

E

Co

be the formal adjoint of
and let D*, be the domain in L P’ under which ,A* is
P
the generator of the associated Omstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup. If u E Dp(A),
the equality
-- -

holds for

all 0

E

for all 0
2.2 shows that u E Dp.

Co and, by density,

in

Proposition
Even though we do not
in L 1, we shall denote by
(T(t)t&#x3E;0.
argument

as

have

an

~ D*~.

At this

the

same

D

explicit description

the domain of ,~4

point,

as

of the domain of A
the L 1-generator of

prove the main result of this section, i. e. we compute the
boundary spectrum of Omstein-Uhlenbeck operators. In particular, the following
contains a vertical
result, together with those of Section 2, shows that
line or a discrete subgroup of
and hence that the semigroup (T(t))t,o is
not norm continuous.
We

can now

THEOREM 3.3. The

boundary spectrum of (A, Dp (A))

contains the spectrum

of the drift (£, Dp(£».
PROOF. We use an argument from
isometry of LP defined by

If

u E

Co ,

[8]. For every

let Vk be the

then

and
,u in LP, as k -~ oo, for every u E COO. Since Co
is a core of (,C, Dp(£», by Proposition 2.2, we obtain the strong convergence,
as k - oo, of the semigroups
to S(t), using Trotter-Kato theorems (see [11, 111.4]). By [8, Corollary 13] we conclude that Up (A, Dp (,,4))
contains up(£, Dp(£». Since
tr( B ) / p for every ti E up (L, Dp(£))
and
E
C
:
by Lemma 3.1, the proof is
D p (,A) ) C fA

complete.

D
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REMARK 3.4. We observe that the above theorem still holds in the
bounded variable coefficients
as one immediately checks.
As a consequence of the above result we now compute the
the Omstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup in LP, namely

COROLLARY 3.5. The growth bound

is given

case

of

growth bound of

by wp

=

-

tr(B) lp.

The results of Section

PROOF. From (3.1) we deduce that
2 and Theorem 3.3 imply that the spectral bound of A, sp =
is equal to - tr(B)/p. Since sp lùp, we achieve the thesis.

equality sp = wp can be also deduced from [21],
positive semigroup on LP.
In the sequel we shall need the adjoint of A, namely
The

For 1

p

oo we

For 1

(A*, Dp~ (,~4*)). For p
in Co. Similarly, for p
in L 1.
PROOF. Let

putation

0

is

since

a

define the domain

and for p’ = 1, D 1 (,A.* ) is defined as the domain of the
Omstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup associated to A*.
LEMMA 3.6.

JL E

=
=

L 1-generator

of the

adjoint of (A, Dp (A)) is the operator
is the part of the adjoint of (A, D¡ {.~4))
(A*, D¡ (,~4*)) is the part of the adjoint of (A,
oo

p

the

1, (A*,
oo,

(T(t))’,o

be the

shows that, for every

f

adjoint semigroup
E

of

(T(t))t,o. A direct

com-

LP’

where gt is defined in (3.2).
Observe that e-tB Qte-tB* = Qt where
det (0t) = e-2t tr (B) det ( Qt ) so that

Qt = fo

Qes (-B* ) ds

and that

is ,,4* with domain given by
By Proposition 3.2, the generator of
the
then
follows
from
theory of adjoint semigroups (see
(3.6). The statement
D
[11,11.2.5]).
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4. -

Spectrum of ornstein-Uhlenbeck operators
In this section

we

compute the entire spectrum of Omstein-Uhlenbeck oper-

ators under the

C C+ or a (B) c C-.
hypothesis that the matrix B satisfies
In the first case we shall prove that the spectrum of .~1 consists almost entirely
of eigenvalues. The other case will be deduced by duality from this one, using
Lemma 3.6.
The case a (B) C C- is the most important in the applications and is
widely studied in the literature (see e. g. [6] and [14]).
From now on we suppose that
C C+. Instead of trying to comthe
of
we
shall
consider those of the associated
A,
pute directly
eigenvalues

semigroup.
Suppose that f E LP
equivalent to
of (tempered) distributions.

satisfies T(t)f = eillf for every t &#x3E; 0. This is
where the Fourier transform is taken in the sense

However

where gt
if

we

The

is defined in

suppose that

f is

equation T (t) f

We introduce the

(3.2) and belongs

=

a

function,

eJ.Lt f, (t

positive

&#x3E;

we

to S.

obtain

Since

(g f ) (~ )

0) is therefore equivalent

and

to

definite matrix

and the function

The matrix
and the function a have a probabilistic meaning in connection
with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (U(t))t&#x3E;o governed by the operator

as

explained

in the Introduction. In fact, a is the Fourier transform of

and the measure b(x) dx is the invariant measure of ( U (t ) ) t &#x3E;o. To see this,
observe that U (t)’ = ettr(B)T(t) (see Lemma 3.6) and that b(x) dx is an
invariant measure for (U (t))t&#x3E;o if and only if U(t)’b = b for t &#x3E; 0. Then the
assertion follows from the above discussion and the following lemma.
we
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THEOREM 4.1. The function a

satisfies the equality

PROOF. We have

It follows that

Since b is in L p for every 1
p s oo, it is an eigenfunction of (A, Dp (A))
and hence the point - tr(B) belongs to the point spectrum of (A, Dp (A)).
The above lemma implies that a function f satisfies (4.1 ) if and only if
v (~ ) = i(4)la(~) satisfies the equation

The

problem is therefore reduced to finding functions v satisfying the above
equation and then taking the inverse Fourier transform of av. Moreover, one
can see, differentiating (4.4) with respect to t and putting t
0, that v satisfies
(4.4) if and only if it satisfies the first-order differential equation
=

The factorization f = a v is equivalent to the equality f = b * u, where u is
the inverse Fourier transform of v and everything is understood in the sense of
distributions. Then (4.4) says that u is invariant for the flow generated by the
=
for t &#x3E; 0. Even though we are
operator (Bx, V), that is
looking for eigenfunctions rather than for invariant measures, this phenomenom
is completely similar to that described in [7, Theorem 6.2.1].
To solve equation (4.4) we may suppose that B* is in the real canonical
Jordan form. In fact, the change of variable y = Mx, where M is a nonsingular real n x n matrix, preserves the function spaces and transforms the
(bx, D) with Q = M* QM and B = M-1 BM.
operator A into A =
Observe that only real matrices M are allowed, since the differential operators
are defined on functions of real variables. By a suitable choice of M, we can
therefore assume that B* is in the real canonical Jordan form.
We shall argue for each Jordan block separately.

110

a) Suppose that C is
eigenvalue X &#x3E; 0, that is

by

The characteristics of
the system

with c =
obtains

a

Jordan block of size k of B* relative to

equation (4.5),

with C at the

~+tr(C). Integrating the system with ~k

for suitable constants c,., 0
the form

depending

on an

( I W I ...

arbitrary
Y ? 0,

r

as

place

of B*,

independent

are

a

given

variable

k. We obtain therefore solutions of

function (D. In particular,
obtain the following eigenfunctions

real

one

(4.5) of

=

we

b) Let now D be a (real) Jordan block of size 2k of B* relative to conjugate
If { fl , ... ,
is a Jordan basis relative toX, then { fl , ... , fx }

eigenvalues ~., i.

Jordan basis relative to A. Setting g2h-1 =
we obtain a basis of R2k which, as explained above,
canonical basis. Since
is

a

g2h

=

we assume

to be the
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one

has for

where ?7h

~2h-

=

It follows that the functions

0) satisfy (4.4) (with D instead of B*), if c = tt + tr(D).
c) The general case reduces to those considered above. Suppose that B*
has Jordan blocks of length 2k1, 2k2 - 2k1... , 2ks I relative to complex
and
of
blocks
À-s, Às
length
ms+2 conjugate eigenvalues X 1,
n.
ms+l, ... , mi - mi-1 relative to real eigenvalues As+1,..., Xt. Of course mt

(y

&#x3E;

... ,

=

Setting

=

~2k~ -1 - i

we

define the functions

and

(s + I j t,

1

r

m j - 1).

satisfies (4.4) with g + tr(B)
We define

=

It follows that for every yl ,

ci + ...

0 the function

+ cs + ... + ci .

now

and study when g E LP’, where 1 / p + 1/// = 1. Clearly g E Ll if and only
0 for every j = 1,...,t. For the general case we
if yl = y2 = 0 and Recj
need the following easy lemma.
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LEMMA 4.2. Let 0

for all b

E

y

n,

h

E L1 fl L 00. Then there is K

0 such that

R".

PROOF. In fact the above function is continuous in b

asI b-~

&#x3E;

E

?" and tends to 0
0

oo.

LEMMA 4.3. Let 1

p

oo.

Suppose that

and that

Then g

E

LP’.

PROOF.

for

Clearly

positive

some

C, c. Using Fubini’s theorem and the above lemma for n

=

constants

1, 2 repeatedly

we

obtain

The thesis then follows
whereas the ~ variables

We

-

can now

that the
one-dimensional.

by noticing
are

n

variables

compute the Lp-spectrum of ,,4 if a (B)

THEOREM 4.4. If 2 p
oo, a(B)
tr(B)/ p}. Moreover, every JL with Re It
PROOF. Since
C {~ E C :

C

are

two-dimensional
11

c

C+

and 2

p

oo.

E C : Re it
C+, then
tr(B)/ p is an eigenvalue.
=

-

see Lemma 3.1, it is
sufficient to prove the last statement.
Let Yl , Y2 and cj satisfy (4.10), (4.11), respectively. Then g belongs to LP’
by Lemma 4.3. Since p’ 2, its inverse Fourier transform f belongs to LP and
are
satisfies (4.1 ) with c =
Since yl
2/ p’, y2
=
number
be
it
c
can
follows
from
that
(4.11)
any complex
arbitrary
Cj
with real part strictly smaller than tr(B)/ p’ and hence that JL = c - tr(B) is an
arbitrary number with real part less that - tr(B)/ p. Since f is an eigenfunction
0
relative to A, the proof is complete.
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We observe that the

eigenspace

dimensional, if n &#x3E; 3. In fact,
c

relative to an eigenvalue g is infinitechoose different cj with the same sum

one can

and it is easy to verify that the corresponding eigenfunctions are linearly
The same happens if n = 2 and B is diagonalizable, with real

independent.
eigenvalues.

In the case 1
2 we cannot argue as above since the Fourier transform
p
does not map Lp~into LP. We start with the case Yl = Y2 = 0 in (4.8) and study
the asymptotic behavior of the inverse Fourier transform of g (~ ) = a (~ ) w (~ ),
where

and
&#x3E; - 2, Re bj &#x3E; -1 (so that g E £1). This investigation will give the
full result for p
1 and will be a major step for the case 1
2.
p
We need some properties of the Bessel functions Jv for which we refer to
Ct-112 as t - oo, and that
t’, as t -~ 0,
[20]. We recall that
=

for

0.
We fix h

r &#x3E;

in [0,

oo[) with support contained in [0, 1[, such that h - 1

E

1 /2].

LEMMA 4.5.

If Re y +

v &#x3E; -1 then the function

II’(r)1=
satisfiesII(r)1
PROOF. Integrating by parts and using

as r - 00.

=

obtains

the

properties

recalled above

one

--

where

Let k be

=

Iterating

the above

with hk

E

procedure

we

Ccf([O, oo[), supp(hk)
Ctv+k

for t

E

[0,1],

an

integer greater that Re y + 1.

have

C

we

[0, 1[ and hk
deduce

constant in

[0, 1/2]. Since
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for t &#x3E; 1,

and

fromJ"+k Ct ) I

The

estimateII(r)1=

and h’ - 0 in

then follows. Since

[0, 1/2], the estimate for I’(r) follows from that of I (r).

LEMMA 4.6. Let Re y

-n;

then

the function

IV F(x)1

satisfies IF(x)1
PROOF. If n

&#x3E;

=

1

an

11

IxlI --* oo.
integration by parts gives the result (see [12, Chapter

(8)]). Suppose that n &#x3E; 2 and let h be

as

as

II
in the above lemma. It is sufficient

to prove the statements for

since the difference between this function and the
=
transform of a function in S. Let
Theorem 3.3])

assigned

h(t)e-Cr2;

and hence Lemma 4.5

gives

the thesis.

then

one

is the Fourier

(see [19, Chapter IV,

D

From the above lemma it follows that the inverse Fourier transform of
LP if Re y &#x3E; -n / p’. Fubini’s theorem then implies that the

- e-‘ ~~ ~2 w (~), with w defined in (4.12),
-2/ p’ and Rebj &#x3E; -1 / p’.
C C+, then
fit E C : Re tt - tr(B) }.
- tr(B), then JL is an eigenvalue.

inverse Fourier transform of gl (~)
belongs to LP provided that Reaj &#x3E;
THEOREM 4.7.

Moreover, if Re JL

=

PROOF. Let

0 and set g = av. Choose c &#x3E; 0 such that the quadratic form
C(~) ( Q ~ ~ , ~ ~ - c ~ ~ ~ 2 is positive definite. The inverse Fourier transform f of
g can be written as f = fl * f2 where fl is the Fourier transform of e-clt 12 v($ )
by the above discussion
and f2 is the Fourier transform of e-~«~. Since fl
and f2 is clearly in L 1, f belongs to L 1 as well and is an eigenfunction of
Since Recj
0 is arbitrary,
(A, D1(A», relative to tt =
the statement follows as in Theorem 4.4.
D
with

Recj
=
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Finally, we consider the case 1 p 2. It seems difficult to investigate
the asymptotic behavior of the Fourier transform of g, defined by (4.9), (4.8),
if yl , y2 # 0; therefore we try to compute the eigenfunctions directly. However,
the method used for p = 1 already allows us to show that the half-plane
is contained in the point spectrum of A, as we show
fit E C :
in the next lemma.
For a real matrix B, we define c(B) as the sum of its eigenvalues, counted
with their geometric multiplicities. If a~ (B) C C+ then c(B) tr(B) and the
equality c(B) = tr(B) holds if and only if B is diagonalizable.
c C+, 1
2, then the half-plane 1/,t
p
in
the
contained
tr( B ) } is
point spectrum of (A, Dp (A)).

LEMMA 4.8.

c ( B ) / p’ -

E

cC :

ReJL

PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.7. Defining v as in (4.13)
with Recj (2/p’)Rekj for j sand cj
for j &#x3E; s, one verifies that
f is in LP and is an eigenfunction relative to /t = (I lp’)
cj - tr(B). 0

is contained in the point
E C :
Since c(B) &#x3E; 0, the set
in
the
we
shall
confine
of
ourselves to the case
,.4; therefore,
sequel,
spectrum
Re
A
tr(B)
tr(B)/ p.
We recall that the Fourier transform of
-

is the function a defined in (4.3). If u E S’, then f = b * u belongs to
since b E S. Suppose moreover that u is a function satisfying

then û fulfils (4.4) in the sense of distributions and hence f (E )
a($)E(§)
satisfies (4.1 ), again in the sense of distributions. Therefore such a f is an
provided that it belongs to LP.
eigenfunction of (A,
To solve (4.14) we employ the same method used for (4.4) and observe
that u satisfies (4.14) if and only if it solves the first-order system
=

This

equation

is similar to (4.5) with B at the place of B* and it instead of
We suppose that B is in the canonical real Jordan form with blocks

of length 2ki, 2k2 - 2k1 ... , 2ks - 2ks-1relative to complex conjugate eigenvalues
À1, À1, ...,~,s , ~.s and blocks of length as+1 - 2ks, ms+2 - ms+i ~ ... , Mt - mt-i
relative to real eigenvalues ~.s+1, ... , ~.t . Setting zk. =
X2kj,

X2k" -1 - i
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and

(1 : 7 ~ ~ 1

(s + 1 j

t,

satisfy (4.14)

1

with ~,c

LEMMA 4.9.

mj - 1), the functions

r

+ ’ " + Its + ~ w +

=

Suppose that 0 ~

Then the above function

u

2, 4 _ Y2

yl

1 and that

belongs to S’.

PROOF. From Lemma 4.2 it follows that if 0
such that

y

n, N &#x3E;

n

there is

a

constant K

for every b
function

From this remark and Fubini’s theorem it follows that the

E

-

belongs

to

L ~ , provided

that the conditions in the statement hold. Then u E s’.

11

We consider now the function f = b * u and show that it is in LP for
certain values of the exponents Izj, yj. We need the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.10. Let

(xl, ... , xk)

for

1

r

measurable.

k, and

If c

&#x3E;

E

Xj

E
1

lLgm

0, then the function u

*

-~

1, ... , k, m/p
1, ... ,k - 1,

belongs to LP.

m,
are

Borel
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PROOF. Set

and Fr

=

Ilgn

qo w 0.

B E,..

If 0

If J C

r

k,

we

define

{o, 1, ... , k - 1 }

we

introduce the sets

and the functions

By construction,

where Xj is the characteristic function of Ej. Let (ej) be the canonical basis of
=
and s =
Writing, with a little abuse of notation,
x = (t, s), one sees that there is K &#x3E; 0 such that

Ej oj xj ej.

for all s. Moreover, vjwpxj is in L 1. These
the change of variables yk-,
By H61der’s inequality we obtain

properties

with respect to s and

H61der’s

Integrating

with

therefore

are

easily

verified since

Xk) is measure-preserving.

using again

is in

inequality

we

L 1, Fj belongs

deduce

to LP and
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THEOREM 4.11.

c

tr(B)j pl. Moreover, if Re it
PROOF. If Re JL ::: - tr(B),
Suppose that - tr(B) ReJL
1, I~ 1, ... ,Itt satisfying
Y2
-

E
C+ and 1 p 2, thenap(A)
- tr(B)/ p, then JL is an eigenvalue.
=

C :

ReJL

then Lemma 4.8 implies that JL is an eigenvalue.
and choose 2/ p
2, 1 / p
y,

such that u =
Let C, c &#x3E; 0 such that |b(x)| Ce-clxl2 and
+ ... +
consider f = b * u. Clearly, )/(jc)! ~
e-clx/2. To show that f E LP
it is therefore sufficient to argue for each Jordan block separately, as follows
from (4.15).
Specializing Lemma 4.10 to the case m = 1, 2, ar = yl , Y2 for r k and
+ (kj - 1) y, or ak =
+
ak 1 ) Y2, we obtain that
LP
if
u
1
and
E
2, 1/p
(4.16), (4.17) hold.
f - b *
y,
y2
2/ p
The fact that f is an eigenfunction of (A, Dp(A)) relative to the eigenvalue It
follows from the discussion preceding Lemma 4.9.
0
As in the case p &#x3E; 2, it follows that also for 1 s
2 the eigenspace
relative to an eigenvalue tt (with Reit
is infinite-dimensional, if
n &#x3E; 3 or n = 2 and B is a diagonalizable matrix with real eigenvalues.
We consider

now

the

case

THEOREM 4.12. Let 1 p
C : ReIL - tr(B)/ p}.

a (B)
oo

C C-.

and suppose

that a (B)

C C-. Then

ap (A)

=

E

PROOF. The proof follows immediately from Lemma 3.6, Theorems 4.4, 4.7
and 4.11 since, for Re¡L 2013tr(~)/p, the adjoint operator is not injective. D

5. - Further consequences
In this section we do not suppose that the spectrum of B is contained in
C- or in C+ and show that in some cases the main results of the previous
section still hold. However we shall make the (quite strong) assumptions that
B is symmetric and that Q and B commute. In this situation the spectrum can
be determined by a tensor product argument, starting from the one-dimensional
case.
First of all, let us observe that the results of the preceding section
for every 1
E C :
p oo, for the oneyield crp(A) =
0. Moreover, if b &#x3E; 0, each complex
dimensional operator
number it with Re JL
-b/ p is an eigenvalue. This fact can be proved
Fourier
transform of the equation JLU - u" - bxu’ = 0,
the
directly taking
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considering that of the semigroup, as done in Section 4
and then concludes that
n. One obtains ~(~)
version
of Lemma 4.6.
one-dimensional
the
Reg -b/ p using
is given by
We remark that, for n
the
domain
1,
instead of

=

for

general

U E

LP for

=

also for p = 1, oo, since elliptic regularity holds in
The following result covers, e.g., the case where

with B

Co (R).

symmetric.

THEOREM 5.1.

spectrum of (A,
are

and in

If Q B

Dp (A))

=

is the

B Q and B is

half-plane
orthogonal

symmetric, then, for 1 p
E C : Re JL :5 - tr(B)j pl.

00, the

PROOF. Let C be a real
matrix such that
and
= Cx
the
The
of
variable
into
the form
,~4
diagonal.
y
puts
change
operator

where (qi
[A E C :
cases

),

are

the eigenvalues of Q and B, respectively. Clearly,
c
To prove the other inclusion we consider several

separately.
0 for every i

1, ... , n . Let JL E C such that ReJL - tr ( B ) / p
and consider Ai E C such that Re Ai
-bi / p and A =
Iti. If ui is an
it
of
the
one-dimensional operator
eigenfunction, relative to iti,
is
an
of
check
that
is immediate to
A
u (y) eigenfunction
relative to ft.
0 for everyi

b) bi

=

=

l, ... , n. In this

case

the result follows

by duality

previous one, as in the proof of Theorem 4.12.
c) Suppose now that at least one of the coefficients bi, say bi
from the
and set
write it

c

=

as

topological

In

is strictly positive
- tr(B) / p and
Re
We
C
that
consider
such
E
.
b2
tt
JL
=
The
number
with
1
-c/ p is in the
it
ft, - c/ p
-bi /p.
the
of
the
of
(n - 1)-dimensional operator
boundary
spectrum
+... + bn

= bn 0 while, if some of the bi is
fact, this is elementary if b2 b3
2, the topological boundary of the spectrum of Z3 is the line

non-zero

=

=

...

=
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-cjp+iIR, by Theorems 3.3, 2.3 and 2.5. If (vn) C Dp (B) is an approximate
eigenvector relative to -c/ p and u is a normalized eigenfunctions relative to JLI
of the one-dimensional operator
then the sequence (wn) defined
is
an
by wn (y1, ... , yn ) M(yi)~(Y2..... yn )
approximate eigenvector relative
=

immediately checks.
1,..., n, that one of them, say b 1,
d) Suppose, finally, that bi 0 for i
vanishes and another, say bn, is strictly negative. Define c
b2 + ... + bn
and B as in (5.2). Then the line -c/ p + i R is in the approximate point
spectrum of B while ] - oo, 0] is the approximate point spectrum of the onedimensional operator qlD2. We write a point A E C, with ReJL
-c/ p,
in the form a
0 and b E R. If (vn ), (un ) are
a - c/ p + ib with a
approximate eigenvectors of the operators B and ’qlD2, relative to -c/ p +
i b and a, respectively, then the sequence (wn ) defined by
yn ) is an approximate eigenvector relative to it. This completes
0
the proof.
to it, as one

=

=

=

=

REMARK 5.2. In general it is not true that the spectrum of an OmsteinUhlenbeck operator is always a half-plane. A class of counterexamples is the

following.
on
with B* = -B. The operators A and
Since
the
(Bx, V)
Laplacian generates a holomorphic semigroup,
we can apply [2, Theorem 7.3] to deduce that the spectrum of .~4 is contained
in the algebraic
V) =] - oo, 0] + G, with G a discrete
R
in a countable union of half-lines. A
of
i
Theorem
i.e.
2.6),
(see
subgroup
two-dimensional example of this situation is A ~- x Dy - y Dx .
We do not know whether the spectrum of an Omstein-Uhlenbeck operator
is always the algebraic sum of the spectra of its diffusion and drift terms.

Let A

=

A +

(Bx, V)

commute.

We end this section by considering the spectrum of the semigroup
I
E C-e
-1 tr(B)f pI, by (3.1). From ’I’heorem 3.3
Clearly, crp (T (t)1 C
and the spectral inclusion
we obtain that up(T(t» :) o-p (S(t))
C
-t tr(B)/ p} if, for
and hence that ap(T(t)) J
E C :IJLI
i R (see the end of Section 2).
If we assume that a (B) C C- or that a (B) c C+ or that B is symmetric
and commutes with Q, we obtain from Theorems 4.4, 4.7, 4.11, 5.1 and the
above spectral inclusion that
Moreover,
ftt E C : p s
if a(B) C C+ then the point spectrum of T(t)) in LP contains the open ball
=

=

6. -

Spectrum in
We consider the spectrum of A in B UC, the space of all bounded and
on R".
The operator A and the semigroup

uniformly continuous functions
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is

no

have been deeply studied in BUC in [6]. Even though the semigroup
longer strongly continuous on B UC, the operator .~1 with domain

can be regarded as a kind of generator of (T (t))t&#x3E;o. In particular, its resolvent
exists for Re it &#x3E; 0 and it is given by the Laplace transform of the semigroup.
Theorem 2.6 easily extends to the case of B U C. It is sufficient to note
that the spectrum of the drift ,C in Co is contained in the approximate point
which, in turn, is contained in the approximate point
spectrum of (A,
of
since
(A, D(A))
D,,.(A) C D (.,4) .
spectrum
For the same reason, if a(B) C C+, then every complex number with
negative real part is an eigenvalue of A in BUC and hence a(A, D(A)) is the
left half-plane fit E C : Re JL ::: 0}.
However, in the case of B UC we can prove a stronger result.

fl cC+ ~ 0, then a (A, D (A)) is the left half-plane
PROPOSITION 6.1.
Re
0} and every complex number with negative real part is an

[A E C :

eigenvalue.
PROOF. We may suppose that B is in the real Jordan form and that W =
is the (generalized) eigenspace relative to the eigenvalues
where
RI x
be an eigenfunction
with positive real part. For ReJL
0, let
of the restriction of A to B U C (JRm). Then it is immediate to check that
0
is an eigenfunction of (A, D (.~1) ) .
u E
A deeper argument is needed to deal with the
the most important. Here we cannot use standard
sections since the operator is not densely defined.
THEOREM 6.2.
E C : Re JL

plane (It

C C- then the

case

a (B)

duality

as

C

C-, which is

in the

previous

spectrum of (A, D(A)) is the left half

::: 01.

PROOF. Let

be the formal adjoint of A. If Reg 0 we consider a particular L 1-eigenfunction
constructed in Theorem 4.7. Supposing, for example, that
f of (A*,
we set (keeping the notation of Section 4)
- B has a non-real eigenvalue

with

small, f

=
=

esB QesB * ds. As in Theorem 4.7,

f2

where

we can

write, for c sufficiently
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and

simplify the notation we make a permutation of the coordinates to obtain
~1 - i ~2. Setting z (xi , x2) E R 2 and x’ = (x3, ... , xn ) E RII-2 , by
1Jkl
Lemma 4.6 and using Fubini’s theorem we obtain
To

=

=

for some positive Cl , 81. Moreover,f2
From these facts one deduces that f

for

some

C2e-82 lx,2

for suitable C2, 82.

satisfy

positive C, 8.

Let
R2) = B2(RI)
center 0 and radius R.

If g

(x) ~

E

x

Bn_2 (R2), where Bk(R) is the ball in Jaek with

integrating by parts

one

has

where h (x ) = (Bx, v), v is the outward unit normal to a S2 ( R 1, R2 ) and v = Q v
is the conormal. Since f satisfies (6.1 ) and g and ~g are bounded in R" (see
[6]), we obtain

with

C3 , ~3 &#x3E; 0.
The surface

integral

is

given by

Letting R2 --+ oo, with RI fixed, the second
exponential decay in the x’ variable whence

term tends to 0

because of the
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Letting

now

R1

-~

oo, the

Therefore

right hand side
-

tends to 0 because of

(6.1) and (6.2).

-

and

surjective and that it is in the spectrum of (A, D(A)).
eigenvalues of B are real, the proof is similar and simpler. D
From Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 the following more general result
immediately follows.
f1
COROLLARY 6.3.
0, then the spectrum of (A, D (,~4) ) is the left
half-plane.
It follows that
If all the

is not

=
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